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Key element of the Space segment is the capability to pursue the mission objectives under all conditions, even when parts of the satellite or probe are no longer working due to a malfunction of any kind. The ECSS explicitly mandates this in the following requirement:

“Provision of adequate control functions to configure the on-board systems for the execution of nominal mission operations, failure detection, identification, isolation, diagnosis and recovery, and maintenance operations.” *

*Quotation Source: ECSS-E-ST-70-11C

General requirements: Control functions (telecommands) provided at each level of the system hierarchy shall be capable of achieving the mission objectives under all specified circumstances. This can include the use of redundant equipment to meet the overall system reliability requirements. In terms of FDIR, recovery can be implemented by means of redundant systems. This usually involves an active and a backup subsystem.

A key factor for this is the capability of PikeOS to evaluate the status of the partition via the InstruMon internal monitoring facility which allows to get information of the partition status via OS monitoring.
**Space Use Case - Redundant Space Systems**

**FAILURE OF SUBSYSTEM ALPHA WHERE COLD BACKUP IS AVAILABLE**

This first use case considers the failure of ALPHA HW when it is currently in use and a COLD Backup HW (BETA HW) is being available. In this case, the failover takes place when ALPHA HW fails during the computation and no handshake occurs.

The main processing subsystem (MAIN COMP application) may detect the failure upon the missing handshake within a pre-determined timeout, or due the subsystem responsible to monitor ALPHA raising a failure message. COLD Backup management can be achieved in several ways; for example MAIN COMP application may request the MONITOR to deactivate the driver for ALPHA HW and activate the one for BETA HW. Yet MAIN COMP can still receive the same input from the same channel, but only from BETA and no longer from ALPHA. So, in this case we can exploit the advanced capabilities of PikeOS with custom drivers to achieve redundancy.

Important notice: If the ALPHA system is able to recover, it will not get active automatically. When ALPHA and BETA are implemented via PikeOS partitions, the error in ALPHA can be detected by the instrumentation subsystem and given to a Monitor Application in a service partition, which has privileged access to PikeOS HyperV API and can start/stop other partitions. So in this case the system would stop ALPHA, start BETA and act on the data input to direct the data inflow to BETA (red command lines in Figure 1).

**FAILURE OF SUBSYSTEM ALPHA WHERE COLD BACKUP IS AVAILABLE**

In this use case we have a HOT Backup GAMMA. The failure detection is the same as in the previous one, however, as the HOT Backup is already running in parallel, we do not need to start the HOT Backup as it is already generating output data.

Also, in this case, the MAIN COMP from now on will only use the GAMMA HW DRV (HOT Backup) data for the needed functionality. What is important to notice is the fact that we have a degraded situation, as now the functionality provided by ALPHA is no longer having a backup. When ALPHA and GAMMA are implemented by means of PikeOS partitions, the error in ALPHA can be detected by the instrumentation subsystem and given to a Monitor Application in a service partition, which can specify to the output part from which subsystem the valid data will arrive (red command line in Figure 1).

**PIKEOS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE**
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Figure 1
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